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Monterey Bat Conference: Vampire
bats running for blood

An African Flying Fox bat displayed by Rob Mies, executive director and founder of the Organization for Bat
Conservation (batconservation.org). Bats and researchers have gathered this weekend at the North American
Society for Bat Research symposium in Monterey. (Amy McDermott - Monterey Herald Correspondent)

By Amy McDermott, newsroom@montereyherald.com, @amygmcdermott on

Twitter

POSTED: 10/30/15, 6:36 PM PDT |  UPDATED: 3 WEEKS, 2 DAYS AGO 2 COMMENTS

Monterey >> Wide black wings spread, the Central and South American vampire bats fly on their

nightly hunts for a blood meal, but they are also surprisingly good runners. It turns out the blood-loving

critters can bound relatively fast and far for their body size, while using much less energy than scientists

expected.

John Hermanson, a bat researcher at Cornell University, reported the surprising finding Friday at the

45th annual North American Society for Bat Research meeting in Monterey. The four-day conference on

everything to do with bats concludes Saturday.

To study the energetic costs of running, Hermanson’s research team put vampires on a treadmill.

“If I put a cat on a treadmill, the cat will yell and usually not run, but when you put a vampire bat on a

treadmill they’ll run for 10 minutes,” Hermanson laughed. “Sometimes they really work it.”

Most bats in the study ran for an average of eight minutes, covering about a half meter per second.

For a small animal, that’s hard work. Yet by measuring oxygen consumption, the researchers found that

the running bats used 10 times less energy than other small mammals.

“These guys are running like the dickens but they don’t seem to be burning as much as we would have

expected,” Hermanson said in the presentation. It’s “really intriguing.”

Vampires can run because of their unique stance on the ground. They stand on the backs of their wrists

and walk almost like gorillas, the researchers showed. Unlike other bats that are ungainly and

uncoordinated, “these guys stand up and give you the finger,” Hermanson said.

When they run, the bats’ wings are tucked out of the way, giving them a smoother gait. When they run,
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the wings curl forward first, like a swimmer’s butterfly stroke. The bats leap off the ground and their

back legs come forward, pulling the animal quickly ahead.

While the researchers aren’t sure exactly what makes vampire bats such efficient runners, their unique

bounding run and the way their metabolism processes energy are likely key.

Hermanson says the next step is to get the bats running even faster. “Pushing this to the higher end of

speeds we studied” will reveal more of the energetics underlying their efficiency.

So why would a bat need to run at all? Hermanson suggested the vampires evolved to chase down prey.

Once they locate a meal, vampire bats land on or near the animal. They scuttle up to prey and bite it —

compounds in their saliva keep the blood from clotting. Vampire bats need to feed every two nights or

they will starve to death.

Today, vampire bats are common pests,

drinking the blood of easily accessible

cattle and other livestock at the margins

of forest and agricultural lands. But in

the evolutionary past, before

domesticated animals provided an easy

meal, vampire bats probably had to

chase down their prey, Hermanson

hypothesized. Natural selection could

have shaped vampire bats into fast,

energetically efficient runners.
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